1. Memorial Gym, social space and walk improvements
2. International Residential College, pedestrian connection
3. Fontaine Research Park, sidewalk and respite area
4. Long Walk, brick walk replacement
5. Maury Hall, first floor classroom access project
6. Scott Stadium, commuter bus stop improvements
7. Thornton Hall, terrace and accessibility improvements
8. Dawson's Row, gravel walk paving replacement
9. UVA Cemetery, path and steps
10. University Hall, bus stop improvements
11. Gooch-Dillard Housing, landscape improvements
12. Primary Care, entrance improvements
13. McCormick Road Ramp, bike and pedestrian safety
14. Carruthers Hall, landscape improvements
15. Clemons Terrace, planter replacement
16. Dawson's Row, grounds improvements
17. Central Grounds Garage, pedestrian safety improvements
18. Copeley III, IV Housing, stormwater improvements
19. Crispell Drive, motorcycle parking and landscape improvements
20. JPJ Arena Parking Garage, pedestrian safety improvements
21. Brown College, outdoor seating
22. Stormwater Basin at Alderman and Stadium Roads, retrofit
23. McCormick Road, crosswalk at O-Hill Dining
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